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Abstract

Customizing belongings such as clothing, backpacks, purses, wallets, and jewellery can be an exciting way for teens to express themselves creatively. It is also a good way to personalize items that might be commonplace within peer groups. A plain backpack is transformed into a backpack with style. This helps teens get in touch with creative impulses in a way that encourages expression and individuality.
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Wear your heart on your sleeve, literally, through small-scale projects for embroidered pins, buttons, patches. Wear magic on your sleeve--20 teeny-tiny embroidery projects for completely unique pins, buttons, badges, patches, and more. Discover the magical world of Irem Yazici’s embroidery. Flowers, moons, and UFOs are just a few of the 50 motifs presented in Tiny Stitches. Besides stitching, you’ll learn how to make your own buttons, pins, and patches that will take your creativity to the next level. IREM YAZICI is a hand embroiderer, designer, and the owner of the Baobap shop on Etsy. Irem loves to stitch tiny things and has gathered a worldwide following on social media for her miniature embroidered pins and patches. She lives in Turkey. ...more. Get A Copy. Our store sells hundreds of fashion pins and patches—from enamel pins to embroidered patches. Perfect for your backpack, jacket, hat, and more to show off your personal style.

Want to browse only Pins or only Patches? Follow the links to buy online. Pins + Patches. Sort by: Featured Price: Low to High Price: High to Low A-Z Z-A Oldest to Newest Newest to Oldest Best Selling. Our store sells hundreds of fashion pins and patches—from enamel pins to embroidered patches. Perfect for your backpack, jacket, hat, and more to show off your personal style. Want to browse only Pins or only Patches?